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Description : Weed Company 2 Bud Farm Tycoon is a continuation of the fascinating adventures of tanafia with very good talent. He continues to research increasingly valuable plant varieties and uses all his knowledge to be the best and more expensive variety. The trouble lies in the need to work in abandoned college premises and clients with very eccentric personalities. yes, and the competition's going
to be too much. It's not worth relaxing. Features: * Nurture the weed farm empire with multiple marijuana strains. * Market pot to a number of eccentric clients like Jane, the exotic dancer, ore * Now the special client Soulja Boy - Big Draco! * Grow your plants and customize your shop with a range of items that will increase your enthusiasm and protect you from intruders looking for cannabis * Break into a
new branch of the grass business Content: Weed Firm 2: Back to College (Weed Srl: Back to College) The second chapter of the legendary adventure of the plantationweed company: Re-planted, it is possible to reach the second level of the supply chain: sell the maria to every potential customer. Features :* grow different types of marijuana, including the world famous White Widow and Purple Haze and
the well-known super destructive and extremely beautiful Alien Weed. * Meet and sell your weed to eccentric buyers who ask you like Jane the stripper, Bruh &amp; Durte the rapper duo, Sandy and Mandy the two Cheerleaders, Ian the DJ, Bob the Rasta, and many others. * Expand maria's business and expand your business with all the accessories that will help you grow your weed and keep intruders
away. * Enters a new business growing hallucinogenic mushrooms, including Mexicans, Ecuadorians, foreigners and intergalactic. Weed Firm 2: Back to College is a continuation of the exciting adventures of a young man with very good talent botany. It will continue its research into the cultivation of valuable plant species and will use all its knowledge to eventually acquire a better and more expensive
variety. The difficulty lies in the need to work in abandoned college facilities, and very eccentric individuals act as clients. And there's going to be a lot of contestants. You mustn't calm down. Supported Android (4.1 and up) Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0 - 4.0.4), Jelly Bean (4.1 - 4.3.1), KitKat (4.4 - 4.4.4), Lollipop (5.0 - 5.1.1),Mauva sugar (Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1), Nougat (7.0 - 7.1.1),Oreo (8.0-8.1), Pie(9.0)
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that is both familiar and new. This is Weed Firm 2: Bud Farm Tycoon – a game once ranked No. 1 in the Appstore charts. For many, maybe this game is too familiar. Why am I saying this is familiar and new? Acquaintance is farming. New to not grow agricultural products, trees as usual. You grow! You care, don't you? Sit down and read on. If you are a business enthusiast, this game is where you can
unlock your skills. The dream of creating an empire won't be far away! Although in the outside world weed is not legal, in Weed Firm 2 you can freely grow weeds as much as you want. You can't hunt me down. Do not hesitate anymore, start the game today and become the most popular person in the area. Unlike other simulation games, Weed Firm 2: Bud Farm Tycoon always has tasks to perform
continuously. The game requires interaction and constant care. So always listen. Specifically, Weed Firm 2 does not limit its activities when it runs out of available energy. I have to say that countless games limit our actions when we use our energy. It's annoying! And that's not going to happen in this amazing game. It's interesting, isn't it? Come with me. StoryMi success in the first part called RePlocate,
Weed Firm 2: Bud Farm Tycoon is a famous simulation and role-playing game. Here, he begins exciting adventures. You play like a botanical student named Ted Growing. He was expelled from school and returned to Alma Mater in season two. It's exciting and scary to just avoid the police while pursuing your business. This time, Ted Growing became clearer as he gradually implemented his plan. He
chose the abandoned gym to set up his weed-growing machines. What's more, it's interesting that Ted gets back what's best – the marijuana business. The game transforms the players ted to help him expand his economy into bigger places. Besides, you can also study new types of magic mushrooms, new buds to make your business more profitable. When I started playing Weed Firm 2, I honestly felt
excited and excited. His heart beats harder when he has to escape the police while the echoes of loyal customers. The number of customers is increasing and requires more! To give you a better idea, here are some of the things you'll experience if you participate in Weed Firm 2: Grow your business with more cannabis than before. Whether it's the famous Purple Haze or White Widow, as well as
indispensable and graceful Alien Weed.Meet and sell the products to customers like Sandy and Mandy - the Cheerleaders, DJ Ian, Jane - an eccentric dancer or famous rap duo and Durte. Of course, customers are not limited to these people. You'll discover it yourself. He is thrilled to face Big Draco or Soulja Boy - a special client. Spread your reputation around the world by growing more weeds and
adjusting your store for more outstanding items. Also, please ensure their safety before hungry intruders! Try the new grass business to expand your empire. There are many types of magic mushrooms to choose from, such as coming from Mexico, Ecuador, Alien mushrooms, ... Experience the fantasy world of outer space by opening your portal. It will reach another dimension - another galaxy and impress
the alien travelers with the weed. Defend your hide from the thugs in the field. You have to find a way around the federal agents who are hunting you and destroying your empire. Venturing out into the open and taking on even more challenges. The business becomes a variety of games such as dull wax or resin vinegar. Can't find the right place for significant business on Earth? Buy a spaceship and open a
shop in the Space Bar. Make more profit from friendly strangers! Here are some interesting features of this game that you will be interested in: Are you sure about marijuana knowledge? You will be surprised to see the company into this game. Bush Weed is not satisfied enough, repeated familiar grasses will be boring. Here, the system provides new and accessible weeds. You will find it interesting and
improve your knowledge every time you qualify to unlock new marijuana. Never rolled og kush? Weed Firm 2: Bud Company Tycoon will satisfy your wishes! Simulation as in actual life; players start the basics and are gradually exposed to legendary weed varieties. In fact, you can even sell them yourself, unimaginable! If you want to try something new, try Weed Firm 2: Back To College. The new space
triggers stimulation. Weed Firm 2 is an easy way to play the game, you can fully understand the operating mechanism if you are new to the game. What you need to do is simply grow healthy weeds, work hard to water them and sell them to potential customers. Do not worry that it will be boring after a short time, because it repeats. I have been playing it for a while and still find this game fascinating. It's
very addictive and you can't get rid of it! There will be assigned tasks on the board to perform. Once it's done, your character will level up. The faster you level up, the more clients and characters you will meet. In particular, you can learn and grow several types of marijuana. If you're brave enough, plant them in your first store. Interestingly, customers can not only normal people on Earth, but players can
interact with friends on other planets. Grow the magic mushrooms and sell them today. Even if you are familiar with the first part of this game, you still need to start from the beginning of Weed Firm 2. The game will give you an available store. But I can't deny it. it is very shabby and ugly. It's a long-running gym. The floor is broken and the wall is cracked. In order to gain customer trust, you must first have a
beautiful shop, right? Your empire can't be buried in an old place. Improvements help customers expect more reliable supplies from you. Believe me, I've tried. Every time I buy an extra store item like sofa or wallpaper, the number of visitors increases. The pot quality also improves, from which marijuana is better and better. Excellent players often rely not only on their skills, but also on the tips that are
collected during the game. But you can be sure I won't let you fight. Check out some tips below and make sure you become a bestseller around: If you get bored planting trees, then I'll just console you because this is the first job you need to do. Be careful every time you water the tree to the needle bar of the clock without brushing 0%. After each little watering, hold the situation the same way and wait until
it grows. But there is a small tip that can help you quickly harvest weeds here. Try adjusting the time on your device. It's easy to do and helps you miss endless waiting times! Once you log into the game, I guarantee that you will harvest 100% of your weed and perform tasks easily. However, on a small note, you need enough water for the one-time growing process. If there's little water, it's going to be hard
to do that. Even if you set your phone clock, the weeds you previously harvested are still intact. Talented businessmen often feel free to spend money to invest in the most complete product development. In Weed Firm 2, players have to do the same. If you have one or two pots, you can only plant a little grass. And the profits are less. But if you feel free to invest money to buy lots of pots, you can grow
more weed. You can grow a lot of trees at once. Since then, profits have been higher and higher. It's understandable, isn't it? If a lot of pots grow in your hands, sales will increase. This is an opportunity to connect more with potential customers. In addition to local rude people who often ask for money, police officers are also a huge threat to your business. Just like gangsters, they're just as bad! I was a little
scared when I met an employee named Malone. He stopped and threatened to close my entire store. That's impossible. The great empire I'm building can't collapse like this. So, he calmed down and suggested that he make a little deal. Of course, Malone was impressed and didn't press anymore. Ideally, you need to make sure that he will be in normal condition to avoid big trouble later. It's a trick for you if
you're still at a low level. But when you reach level 14, the game unlocks for you an interesting method. This method will help you avoid po-po and protect your money from doing. That's what you can buy Sandy panties. As soon as the opportunity to Grab it right away. It's a powerful tool when Asked by Malone. If you have this in your hand, don't give it to him, give him this underwear. He'll leave right away.
I know it's weird, but whatever. This interesting situation will be waiting for you when you reach the right level. I have to say, it's desirable. After completing your difficult encounter, this is a reward for you. This huge increase in experience that you will find overwhelming. The prerequisite for completion is a huge amount of money. Money means you have everything, you know? This mission is on the list of
some important missions that have a wide range of EXP. Although this method is annoying, for both you and other friends on social networking. But it's one of the stable sources of income in your pocket. Every day there will be 10 times to share the game on personal media sites like Facebook, Twitter, ... in exchange for attractive bonuses. Do some hard work and become the richest seller! Overall, Weed
Firm 2: Bud Farm Tycoon is a rather strange game despite its simple and familiar gameplay. Usually, you can only see agricultural toys with normal crops. But here, you experience weed woman! Surprise, man? There is nothing to complain about the graphics or sound of the game because it is quite eye-catching and easy to hear. You know, the nicer the game, the more attractive it is. The plot is simple,
but the player can experience a lot of extra spaces. You will join the aliens or learn the tricks to protect the weeds. Passion hard to give up will be convenient to see in this application. The game is worth trying! Trying!
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